Motivated by the requirement for pinpoint landing in future Mars missions, we consider the problem of minimum-fuel powered terminal descent to a prescribed landing site. The first-order necessary conditions are derived for the case of free initial and final thrust directions, clarifying the characteristics of the minimum-fuel solution. The most general thrust magnitude profile has a max-min-max structure. When the initial and final thrust directions are specified, the minimum-fuel solution is changed, relative to the free initial and final thrust direction case, only in initial and final boundary-layers where there are maximum rate thrust direction adjustments. Minimum-fuel solutions are obtained numerically to illustrate the optimal strategies from several starting conditions.
Introduction
Mars pinpoint landing-defined as landing within 100 meters of a selected surface location-is an expected requirement for several future Mars missions. During the terminal powered descent phase, in addition to achieving a soft landing, it will be necessary to translate horizontally as much as several kilometers to compensate for drift due to effects unpredictable winds during the parachute phase. Fuel-efficient powered descent guidance is important to keep the lander mass as low as possible.
The powered descent guidance currently baselined for the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) lander 1 is a derivative of the Apollo lunar descent guidance.
2 In both of these schemes, the descent trajectory is represented by polynomial functions of time with just enough free parameters to meet the boundary conditions. Comparison of the feasible solution generated by this approach, with the minimum-fuel solution, indicates significantly greater propellant consumption when lateral flight of several kilometers is required, motivating the development of alternative guidance algorithms that are more fuel efficient.
The purposes of this paper are (i) to formulate the three-dimensional (3D) minimum-fuel problem for the powered terminal descent of a Mars lander, (ii) to derive and interpret the first-order necessary conditions, and (iii) to obtain minimum-fuel solutions that illustrate the optimal strategy. Meditch 4 characterized the minimum-fuel solutions for the 1D problem. He derived the first-order necessary conditions, showed that the minimum-fuel thrust profile is composed of maximum and minimum thrust segments and is either maximum (max) thrust all the way or a minimum segment followed by a maximum segment (min-max). He also proved that the use of intermediate thrust levels, corresponding to a singular arc, is not optimal. It seems likely that the 3D minimum-fuel problem has been addressed also, but we have not found any documentation of such work in the literature.
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Characteristic Velocity
The rate of change of mass, due to propellant consumption, iṡ
